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Abstract—Image colorization is an essential image processing and computer vision branch to colorize images and videos. Recently,
deep learning techniques progressed notably for image colorization. This article presents a comprehensive survey of recent
state-of-the-art colorization using deep learning algorithms, describing their fundamental block architectures in terms of skip
connections, input etc. as well as optimizers, loss functions, training protocols, and training data etc. Generally, we can roughly
categorize the existing colorization techniques into seven classes. Besides, we also provide some additional essential issues, such as
benchmark datasets and evaluation metrics. We also introduce a new dataset specific to colorization and perform an experimental
evaluation of the publicly available methods. In the last section, we discuss the limitations, possible solutions, and future research
directions of the rapidly evolving topic of deep image colorization that the community should further address. Dataset and Codes for
evaluation will be publicly available at https://github.com/saeed-anwar/ColorSurvey
Index Terms—Image colorization, deep learning, experimental survey, new colorization dataset, colorization review, CNN model
classification.
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I NTRODUCTION

“Don't ask what love can make or do! Look at the colors of
the world.” - Rumi

C

OLORIZATION of images is a challenging problem due
to the varying image conditions that need to be dealt
via a single algorithm. The problem is also severely illposed as two out of the three image dimensions are lost;
although the semantics of the scene may be helpful in many
cases, for example, grass is usually green, clouds are usually
white, and the sky is blue. However, such semantic priors
are highly uncommon for objects such as t-shirts, desks, and
many other observable items. Further, the colorization problem also inherits the typical challenges image enhancement,
such as changes in illumination, variations in viewpoints,
and occlusions.
In recent years, with the rapid development of deep
learning techniques, a variety of image colorization models

have been introduced and state-of-the-art performance on
current datasets has been reported. Diverse deep-learning
models ranging from the early brute-force networks (e.g. [1])
to the recently carefully designed Generative Adversarial
Networks (GAN) (e.g. [2]) have been successfully used to
tackle the colorization problem. These colorization networks
differ in many major aspects, including but not limited to
network architecture, loss types, learning strategies, network depth, etc.
In this paper, we provide a comprehensive overview of
single-image colorization and focus on the recent advances
in deep neural networks for this task. To the best of our
knowledge, no survey of either traditional or deep learning
colorization has been presented in current literature. Our
study concentrates on many important aspects, both in a
systematic and comprehensive way, to benchmark the recent
advances in deep-learning based image colorization.
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Contributions: Our contributions are as follows
1)

4)

5)

We provide a thorough review of image colorization
techniques including problem settings, performance
metrics and datasets.
We introduce a new benchmark dataset, named
Natural-Color Dataset (NCD), collected specifically
for the colorization task.
We provide a systematic evaluation of state-of-theart models on our NCD.
We propose a new taxonomy of colorization networks based on the differences in domain type,
network structure, auxiliary input, and final output.
We also summarize the vital components of networks, provide new insights, discuss the challenges,
and possible future directions of image colorization.

Related Surveys: Image colorization has been the focus of
significant research efforts over the last two decades while
most early image colorization methods were primarily influenced by conventional machine learning approaches [3],
[4], [5], [6], [7], [8] - the past few years have seen a huge shift
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Fig. 1. Taxonomy: Classification of the colorization networks based on structure, input, domain, and type of network.

in focus to deep learning-based models due to their success
in a number of different application domains [1], [9], [10],
[11], [12].
Automatic image colorization systems built upon deeplearning methodologies have recently shown impressive
performance. However, despite this success, no literature
survey or review covering the latest developments in this
field currently exists. Therefore, inspired by surveys in
deep image super-resolution [13], VQA [14], etc. we aim to
provide a survey for deep image colorization.
Problem Formulation: The aim of colorization is to convert
a grayscale image to color image, typically captured in
previous decades, when technological advancements were
limited. Hence this process is more a form of image enhancement than image restoration. It is also possible that
the color images such as RGB are converted to grayscale
or Y-Channel of YUV color-space, possibly to save storage
space or communication bandwidth. The grayscale images
may also exist due to old technology or low-cost sensors.
Therefore, in this case, a trivial formulation can be written
as:

Ig = Φ(Irgb ),

(1)

where Φ(·) is a function that converts the RGB image Irgb to
a grayscale image Ig , for example as follows:

Ig = 0.2989 ∗ Ir + 0.5870 ∗ Ig + 0.1140 ∗ Ib .

(2)

Typically, colorization methods aim to restore the color
in YUV space, where the model needs to predict only two
channels, i.e. U and V - instead of the three channels in RGB.
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S INGLE -I MAGE D EEP C OLORIZATION

This section introduces the various deep learning techniques
for image colorization. As shown in Figure 1, these colorization networks have been classified into various categories,
in terms of different factors, such as structural differences,
input type, user-assistance etc. Some networks may be eligible for multiple categories; however, we have simply placed
these in the most appropriate category.
2.1

Plain Networks

Like in other CNN tasks, early colorization architectures
were plain networks. We classify a network as plain if it possesses a simple, straightforward architecture with stacked
convolutional layers, i.e., no, or naive skip connections.
Networks that fall into this category are shown in Figure 2
and are discussed below.

2.1.1

Deep Colorization

Deep colorization1 [1] can be regarded as the first work
to have attempted to incorporate convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for the colorization of images. However, this
method does not fully exploit the CNNs; instead, it also
includes joint bilateral filtering [15] as a post-processing step
to remove artifacts introduced by the CNN network.
In the training step, five fully connected linear layers
are followed by non-linear activations (ReLU). The loss
function utilized is the least-squares error. In the proposed
model, the number of neurons in the first layer depends
on the dimensions of the feature descriptor extracted from
the grayscale patch, while the output layer has only two
neurons, i.e., the U and V channel corresponding color pixel
value. In the testing step, features are extracted from the input grayscale image at three levels i.e. low-level, mid-level,
and high-level. The features at low-level are the sequential
gray values, at mid-level they are DAISY features [16], and
at high-level semantic labeling is performed. The patch and
DAISY features are concatenated and then passed through
the network. As a final step for removing artifacts, joint
bilateral filtering [15] is performed.
The network takes as input a 256 × 256 grayscale image
and is composed of five layers: one input layer, three hidden
layers, and one output layer. The model is trained on 2688
images from the Sun dataset [19]. The images are segmented
into 47 objects categories including cars, buildings, sea etc.
for 47 high-level semantics. Furthermore, 32-dimensional
mid-level DAISY features [16] and 49-dimensional low-level
features are utilized for colorization.
2.1.2

Colorful Colorization

Colorful image Colorization CNN2 [18] was one of the first
attempts to colorize grayscale images. The network takes
as input a grayscale image and predict 313 “ab” pairs of
the gamut showing the empirical probability distribution,
which are then transformed to “a” and “b” channels of the
“Lab” color space. The network stacks convolutional layers
in a linear fashion, forming eight blocks. Each block is made
up of either two or three convolutional layers followed by
a ReLU layer and Batch Normalization (BatchNorm [20])
layer. Striding instead of pooling is used to decrease the size
of the image. The input to the network is 256×256, while the
output is 224×224; however, it is resized later to the original
image size.
1. Code available at https://shorturl.at/cestD
2. Code at https://github.com/richzhang/colorization
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Fig. 2. Plain networks are the earlier models with convolutional layer stacking with no skip or naive skip connections.

The colorful image colorization network removes the
influence (due to background, e.g. sky, clouds, walls etc.)
of the low “ab” values by reweighting the loss based on the
pixel rarity in training—the authors’ term this technique as
class rebalancing.
The framework utilized to build the network is
Caffe [21], and ADAM [22] is used as the solver. The
network is trained for 450k iterations with a learning rate
of 3 × 10−5 , which is reduced to 10−5 at 200k and 3 × 10−6
at 375k iterations. The kernel size is 3×3, and the feature
channels vary from 64 to 512.

2.1.3

Deep Depth Colorization

Deep depth colorization3 (DE)2 CO [17] employs a deep
neural network architecture for colorizing depth images
utilizing pre-trained ImageNet [23]. The system is primarily
designed for object recognition by learning the mapping
from the depths to RGB channels. The weights of the pretrained network are kept frozen, and only the last fully
connected layer of (DE)2 CO is trained that classifies the
objects with a softmax classifier. The pre-trained networks
are merely used as feature extractors.
The input to the network is a 228×228 depth map
reduced via convolution followed by pooling to 64×57×57.
Subsequently, the features are passed through a series of
residual blocks, composed of two convolutional layers, each
followed by batch normalization [20] and a non-linear activation function i.e. leaky-ReLU [24]. After the last residual
block, the output is passed through a final convolutional
layer to produce three channels, i.e., an RGB image as
an output. To obtain the original resolution, the output is
deconvolved as a final step. When an unseen dataset is
encountered, only the last convolutional layer is retrained
while keeping the weights across all other layers frozen.
(DE)2 CO outperforms CaffeNet (a variant of Alexnet [25]),
VGG16 [26], GoogleNet [27], and ResNet50 [28] under
the same settings on three benchmark datasets including
Washington-RGBD [29], JHUIT50 [30], and BigBIRD [31].
3. Available at https://github.com/engharat/SBADAGAN

2.2

User-guided networks

User-guided networks require input from the user either in
the form of in points, strikes, or scribbles, as presented in
Figure 3. The user input can be provided in real-time or offline. The following are examples of user-guided networks.
2.2.1

Scribbler

Sangkloy et al. [32] used an end-to-end feed-forward deep
generative adversarial architecture4 to colorize images. To
guide structural information and color patterns, user input
in the form of sketches and color strokes is employed. The
adversarial loss function enables the network to colorize the
images more realistically.
The generator part of the proposed network adopts an
encoder-decoder structure with residual blocks. Following
the architecture of Sketch Inversion [33], the augmented
architecture consists of three downsampling layers, seven
residual blocks preceded by three upsampling layers. The
downsampling layers apply convolutions of stride two,
whereas the upsampling layers utilize bilinear upsampling
to substitute the deconvolutional layers contrary to Sketch
Inversion. All layers are followed by batch normalization [20] and the ReLU activation function except the last
layer, where the T anH function is used. The discriminator part of the proposed network is composed of a fully
convolutional network with five convolutional layers and
two residual blocks. Leaky-ReLU [24] is used after each
convolutional layer except the last one, where Sigmoid is
applied.
The proposed model’s performance is assessed qualitatively on datasets from three different domains, including
faces, cars, and bedrooms.
2.2.2

Real-Time User-Guided Colorization

Zhang et al. [34] developed user interaction based on two
variants, namely local hint and global hint networks, both
of which utilize a common main branch for image colorization5 . The local hint network is responsible for processing
the user input and yielding color distribution, whereas the
4. https://github.com/Pingxia/ConvolutionalSketchInversion
5. https://github.com/junyanz/interactive-deep-colorization
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Fig. 3. User-Guided networks are the ones that require a user to input the color at some stage of the network during colorization.

global hint network accepts global statistics in the form of a
global histogram and average saturation of the image. The
loss functions include Huber and regression.
The main network is composed of ten blocks, made up
of two or three convolutional layers followed by the ReLU.
Similarly, each block is succeeded by batch normalization as
well. In the first four blocks, feature tensors are continuously
halved, while doubling the feature dimensions. The same
process is performed in reverse order for the last four
convolutional blocks. Moreover, a dilated convolution (with
a factor of two) is applied for the fifth and sixth blocks. Symmetric shortcut connections are also established between
different blocks for the recovery of spatial information. The
kernel size for all convolutions is set to 3 × 3. However, a
1 × 1 kernel is used at the last layer, mapping block ten and
the final output.
2.2.3 Interactive Deep Colorization
To colorize grayscale images, Xiao et al. [35] developed an
interactive colorization model based on the U-Net [37] architecture, which can simultaneously utilize global and local
inputs. The network includes a feature extraction module, a
dilated module, a global input module, and a reconstruction
module.
The feature extraction module (layers 2 to 14) receives
the inputs i.e. a grayscale image, local input, and gradient
map that are merged via element-wise summation. The
global input is processed by four convolution layers independently and then merged with the output of the feature
extraction module using element-wise summation. The dilated module takes the input from the extraction module
(corresponding to convolutional layers ranging from 15 to

20). The dilated module’s output is further processed by
a reconstruction module composed of many deconvolution
and convolution layers. As a final step, the output of the
network is combined with the input grayscale image to
generate the colorized version. All the layers use ReLU
except the final one, which employs a T anH activation.
The Huber loss is modified to meet the requirements of
the proposed model. The testing set is composed of randomly chosen 1k images from ImageNet [23]. The proposed
model is trained for 300k iterations utilizing the remaining
images from ImageNet [23], combined with 150k images
from Places dataset [38].
2.2.4

Anime Line Art Colorization

Ci et al. [36] proposed an end-to-end interactive deep conditional GAN (CGAN) [39] for the colorization of synthetic
anime line arts. The system operates on the user hints and
the grayscale line art.
The discriminator is conditioned on the local features computed from a pre-trained network called Illustration2Vec [40]. The generator adopts the architecture of
U-Net [37] that has two convolution blocks and the local
feature network at the start. Afterward, four sub-networks
with similar structures are employed, each of which is
composed of convolutional layers at the front followed
by ResNeXt blocks [41] with dilation and sub-pixel convolutional (PixelShuffle) layers. Each convolutional layer
utilizes LeakyReLU as activation function, except the final
one where T anH activation is employed. The discriminator, on the other hand, is inspired by the architecture of
SRGAN [42]; however, the basic blocks are replaced from
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the earlier mentioned generator to remove dilation and an
increased number of layers is used.
The generator employs the perceptual and adversarial
losses, and the discriminator combines Wasserstein critic
and penalty losses. The ADAM [22] optimizer is employed
with β 1 = 0.5, β 1 = 0.9 and a batch size of four.
2.3

Domain-Specific Colorization

The aim of these networks is to colorize images from different modalities such as infrared, or different domains such
as radar. We provide the details of such networks in the
following sub-sections and are shown in Figure 4.
2.3.1 Infrared Colorization
An automatic Near Infrared (NIR)6 image colorization technique [43] was developed using a multi-branch deep CNN.
NIR [43] is capable of learning luminance and chrominance
channels. Initially, the input image is preprocessed and is
converted into a pyramid. Where each pyramid-level is
normalized i.e. has zero mean and unit variance. Next, each
structurally similar branch of NIR [43] is trained using a single input pyramid-level without sharing weights between
layers. All the branches are merged into a fully connected
layer to produce the final output. Additionally, the mean
input image is also fed directly to the fully connected layer.
The fundamental structure of NIR is inspired by [18].
Each branch is composed of stacked convolutional layers
with pooling layers placed in the middle after regular
intervals. The activation function after each convolutional
layer is ReLU. In order to produce the colorized image,
the raw output of the network is joint-bilaterally filtered,
and the output is then further enhanced by incorporating
high-frequency information directly from the original input
image.
Each block has the same number of convolutional layers.
The kernel size is 3×3, while a downsampling of 2×2 is
utilized in the pooling layers. Similarly, the same number of
feature maps, i.e. 16, are employed in the first block, but after
each pooling layer, the number is increased by 2. Moreover,
The authors developed a real-world dataset by capturing
road scenes in summer with a multi-CCD NIR/RGB camera.
The proposed model is trained on about 32 image pairs and
tested on 800 images from the mentioned dataset.
2.3.2 SAR-GAN
To colorize Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images,
Wang et al. [46] proposed SAR-GAN. The network uses a
cascaded generative adversarial network as its underlying
architecture. The input SAR images are first denoised from
speckles and then colorized to produce high-quality visible
images. The generator of SAR-GAN [46] consists of a despeckling subnet and colorization subnet. The output of the
despeckling subnet is a noise-free SAR image that is further
processed by the colorization subnet to produce a colorized
image.
The despeckling sub-network consists of eight convolutional layers with batch normalization [20], an activation
function, and an element-wise division residual layer. First,
6. Code is available at https://bit.ly/2YZQhQ4

the speckle component in the SAR image is estimated and
forwarded to the residual layer. To generate a noise-free
image, a residual layer equipped with skip connections
performs component-wise division of the input SAR image
by the estimated speckle. The colorization sub-network utilizes a symmetric encoder-decoder architecture with eight
convolutional layers and three skip connections that enable
the network’s input and output to share low-level characteristics.
The ADAM [22] optimization technique is adopted for
training the entire network. The discriminator component of
SAR-GAN [46] utilizes a hybrid loss function, developed by
combining the pixel-level `1 loss with the adversarial loss.
SAR-GAN [46] is tested on 85 out of 3292 synthetic images
as well as real SAR images. .
2.3.3 Radar Image Colorization
Song et al. [45] developed a feature-extractor network
and a feature-translator network for the colorization of
single-polarization radar grayscale images7 . To construct
the feature-extractor network, the first seven layers of the
VGG16 [26] pre-trained on ImageNet [23], are used. The
output of the feature extractor network is in the form of a
hyper-column descriptor that is obtained by concatenating
the corresponding pixels from all layers along with the input
image.
The final hyper-column descriptor, thus obtained, is fed
into the feature-translator network that is composed of five
fully connected layers. As a final step, the feature-translator
network uses softmax function to obtain the output similar
to classification, which is achieved by constructing nine
groups of neurons representing nine polarimetric. The ReLU
activation function follows each convolutional layer in both
networks. Furthermore, to train both the feature-extractor
and feature-translator, full polarimetric radar image patches
are employed.
2.3.4 Sketch Image Colorization
Lee et al. [44] proposed a reference-based sketch image
colorization, where a sketch image is colorized according to
an already-colored reference image. In contrast to grayscale
images, which contain the pixel intensity, sketch images
are more information-scarce, which makes sketch image
colorization more challenging.
In the training phase, the authors proposed an augmented self-reference generation method, generated from
the original image by both color perturbation and geometric distortion. Specifically, a color image is first converted
into its sketch image using an outline extractor. Then, the
augmented self-reference image is generated by applying
the thin plate splines transformation to the reference image.
The generated reference image as the ground truth contains
most of the content from the original image, thus, providing
a full information of correspondence for the sketch. Taking
the sketch image and reference image as inputs, the network
first encodes these two inputs by two independent encoders.
Furthermore, the authors proposed a spatially corresponding feature transfer module to transfer the contextual representations obtained from the reference into the spatially
7. Code at https://github.com/fudanxu/SAR-Colorization
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Fig. 4. Domain-Specific Colorization networks colorize images from different modalities such as infra-red, radar images.

corresponding positions of the sketch (i.e., integrating the
feature representations of sketch and its reference image).
The integrated features are passed through residual blocks
and a decoder to produce the colored output. During training, a similarity-based triplet loss, L1 reconstruction loss,
adversarial loss, perceptual loss, and style loss are used to
drive the learning of the proposed network.
The proposed network is a U-net-like structure coupled
with several residual blocks and a spatially corresponding
feature transfer module in between the encoder and decoder. The sketch image and the color reference image with
a size of 256 × 256 are fed to the network and the network
outputs the colorization result of the sketch image.
2.4

Text-based Colorization

In these types of networks, the images are colorized based
on the input, which is usually text. We classify the following models as text-based colorization networks. Figure 5
presents the network architectures for this category.
2.4.1 Learning to Color from Language
To exploit additional text input for colorization, a languageconditioned colorization architectures8 [47] was proposed to
colorize grayscale images with additional learning from image captions. The authors employed an existing languageagnostic architecture called FCNN [18], providing image
captions as an additional input. FCNN [18] is composed
8. Available at https://github.com/superhans/colorfromlanguage

of eight blocks each of which consists of a sequence of
convolutional layers followed by batch normalization. The
authors experimented with the CONCAT network [48] to
generate captions from images, but settled on the FILM
network [49] due to its small number of parameters. To
obtain the final output, the language-conditioned weights
of the FILM [49] are utilized for affine transformation of the
convolutional blocks’ outputs.
Finally, FCNN [18] and the two language-conditioned
architectures i.e. CONCAT and FILM were trained on images from MS-COCO dataset [50]. Automatic evaluations
indicated that the FILM architecture achieves the highest
accuracy. Moreover, the models were also assessed by performing crowdsourced assessments that authenticated the
effectiveness of the architectures. The output of the network
is a 56×56 color image.
2.4.2

Text2Colors

The Text2Colors9 [51] model is comprised of two conditional
generative adversarial networks: Text-to-Pallette Generation
Network (TPN) and Palette-based Colorization Network
(PCN). TPN is responsible for constructing color palettes
learned from the Palette-and-Text (PAT) dataset, which contains five-color palettes for each of 10,183 textual phrases.
Meanwhile, PCN is responsible for colorizing the input
grayscale image given the generated palette based on the
input text.
9. Code is https://github.com/awesome-davian/Text2Colors/
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The TPN generator learns the pairing between text and
color palette, while its discriminator, simultaneously learns
the characteristics of the color palette and text, to identify
the real palettes from the fake ones. The loss function in the
TPN network is the Huber loss.
On the other hand, the generator of the PCN network
has two subnetworks: the colorization network based on UNet [37] to colorize the images and the conditioning network
to apply the palette colors to the generated image. The PCN
discriminator is based on the DCGAN architecture [52]. In
the PCN’s discriminator, first, the features from the input
image and generated palette (by the TPN network) are
jointly learned by a series of Conv-LeakyReLU layers. Then,
a fully connected layer classifies the image as either real or
fake.
The discriminator and generator of TPN are first trained
on the PAT dataset for 500 epochs, and then trained on
the ground-truth image for 100 epochs. The trained generators of TPN and PCN are then used to colorize the input
grayscale image at the testing stage using the input text’s
color palette. Adam optimizer is used with a learning rate
of 0.0002 for all the networks.nput text’s color palette. Adam
optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0002 for all the networks.
2.5

Diverse Colorization

The aim of diverse colorization is to generate different colorized images, rather than restore the original color shown
in Figure 6. Diverse colorization is usually achieved via
GANs or variational autoencoders. GANs attempt to generate the colors in a competitive manner where the Generator
tries to fool the Discriminator while the Discriminator tries
to differentiate between the ground-truth and the generated
colors. We present the vanilla GANs employed for colorization.
2.5.1 Unsupervised Diverse Colorization
Cao et al. [53] proposed the utilization of conditional GANs
for the diverse colorization of real-world objects10 . In the
generator of the proposed GAN network, the authors employed five fully convolutional layers with batch normalization and ReLU. To provide continuous conditional supervision for realistic results, the grayscale image is concatenated
10. Code is available at https://github.com/ccyyatnet/COLORGAN

with every layer of the generator. Furthermore, to diversify
the colorization outputs, noise channels are added to the
first three convolutional layers of the generator network.
The discriminator is composed of four convolutional layers
and a fully-connected layer to differentiate between the fake
and the real values of the image.
During the convolution operations, the stride is set to 1
to keep the spatial information the same across all layers.
The performance of the proposed method was assessed
using the Turing test methodology. The authors provided
questionnaire surveys to 80 subjects asking them 20 different
questions regarding the produced results for the publicly
available LSUN bedroom dataset [54]. The proposed model
obtained a convincible rate of 62.6% compared to 70%
for ground-truth images. Additionally, a significance t-test
generated a p-value of 0.1359, indicating that the generated
colorized images are not significantly different from the real
images.
For implementation, the authors opted for the Tensorflow framework. The batch size was selected as 64 with
a learning rate of 0.0002 and 0.0001 for the discriminator
and generator, respectively. The model was trained for 100
epochs using RMSProp as an optimizer. The output of the
network is 64×64 in size.
2.5.2 Tandem Adversarial Networks
For the colorization of raw line-art, Frans [55] proposed two
adversarial networks in tandem. The first network, namely
the color-prediction network, predicts the color scheme from
the outline, while the second network, called the shading
network, produces the final image from the color scheme
generated by the color-prediction network in conjunction
with the outline. Both the color-prediction and shading
networks have same structure as U-Net [37] while the
discriminator has the same structure as [53]. The adversarial
training is performed using the discriminator formed by
stacking the four convolutional layers and a fully connected
layer at the end.
The convolutional layers are transposed once the density
of the feature matrix reaches a certain level. The author
also added skip connections between the corresponding
layers to directly allow the gradient to flow through the
network. Further, `2 and adversarial losses are incorporated
in the color-prediction and shading-networks, respectively.
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The convolutional filter size is set to 5×5 with a stride of two
for every convolutional layer in the network. The number
of feature maps is increased by two times after every layer,
where the initial number of feature maps is 64.
2.5.3 ICGAN
Image Colorization Using Generative Adversarial Networks, abbreviated as ICGAN [56] proposed by Nazeri et al.,
has demonstrated better performance in image colorization
tasks than traditional convolutional neural networks. Fully
convolutional networks for semantic segmentation [59] inspire the baseline model and is constructed by replacing the
fully connected layers of the network by fully convolutional
layers. The basic idea is to downsample the input image
gradually via multiple contractive encoding layers and then
apply a reverse operation to reconstruct the output with
many expansive decoding layers, similar to U-Net [37].
The ICGAN [56] generator takes grayscale input image
as opposed to random noise, like traditional GANs. The authors also proposed the generator’s modified cost function
to maximize the discriminator’s probability of being incorrect instead of minimizing the likelihood of being correct.
Moreover, the baseline model’s generator is used without
any modifications, while the discriminator is composed of a
series of convolutional layers with batch normalization [20].
The filter size in each convolutional layer is 4×4 as
opposed to the traditional 3×3, and the activation function
is Leaky-ReLU [24] with a slope value of 0.2. The final onedimensional output is obtained by applying a convolution
operation after the last layer, predicting the input’s nature
with a certain probability.
To train the network, the authors employed ADAM optimization [22] with weight initialization using the guidelines
from [60]. The performance of the system is assessed using
CIFAR10 [61] and Places356 datasets [62]. Overall, the visual
performance of the ICGAN [56] is favorable compared to
that of traditional CNN.
2.5.4 Learning Diverse Image Colorization
Deshpande et al. [57] employed Variational Auto-Encoder
(VAE) and Mixture Density Network (MDN) to yield multiple diverse yet realistic colorizations for a single grayscale
image11 . The authors first utilized VAE to learn a lowdimensional embedding for a color field of size 64 × 64 × 2,
and then the MDN was employed to generate multiple
colorizations.
The VAE architecture encoder consists of four convolutional layers with a kernel size of 5×5 and stride of two. The
feature channels start at 128 and double in the successive
encoder layer. Each convolutional layer is followed by batch
normalization, and ReLU is used as an activation function.
The last layer of the encoder is fully connected. On the other
hand, the decoder of the VAE architecture has five convolutional layers, each one preceded by linear upsampling and
followed by batch normalization, and ReLU. The input to
the decoder is a d-dimensional embedding, and the output
is a 64 × 64 × 2 color field. The convolutional kernel size
is 4 × 4 in the first layer, and in the remaining, it is of size
5×5. As mentioned earlier, activation function in all layers is
11. Code is available at https://github.com/aditya12agd5/divcolor

ReLU, except in the last layer, where the activation function
is TanH. The output channels at each layer are halved in the
decoder.
MDN consists of twelve convolutional layers and two
fully connected layers and is activated by the ReLU function, which is followed by batch normalization. During the
testing embeddings sampled from the MDN output can
be used by the Decoder of the VAE to produce multiple
colorizations. To enhance the overall performance of the
proposed architecture, the authors designed three loss functions: specificity, colorfulness, and gradient.
2.5.5 ChromaGAN
ChromaGAN12 [58] exploits geometric, perceptual, and semantic features via an end-to-end self-supervised generative
adversarial network. By utilizing the semantic understanding of the real scenes, the proposed model can colorize
the image realistically (actual colors) rather than merely
pleasing the human eyes.
The Generator of ChromaGAN [58] is composed of two
branches, which receive a grayscale image of size 224×224
as input. One of the branches yields chrominance information, whereas the other generates a class distribution
vector. The network composition is as follows: the first
stage is shared between both the branches that implements
VGG16 [26] while removing the last three fully connected
layers. The pre-trained VGG16 [26] weights are used to train
this stage without freezing them. In the second stage, each
branch follows its dedicated path. The first branch has two
modules, each one designed by combining a convolutional
layer followed by Batch normalization [20] and ReLU. The
second path has four modules with the same composite
structure (Conv-BN-ReLU) as of the first branch but is further followed by three fully connected layers and provides
the class distribution. In the third stage, the outputs of these
two distinct paths fused. The features then pass through six
modules. Each module has a convolutional layer and ReLU
with two upsampling layers within.
The discriminator is based on PatchGAN [63] architecture that holds high-frequency structural information of the
generator’s output by focusing on the local patches rather
than the entire image. ChromaGAN [58] is trained on 1.3M
images of ImageNet [23] for a total of five epochs. The
optimizer used is ADAM with an initial learning rate of
2e−5 .
2.5.6 MemoPainter: Coloring with Limited Data
MemoPainter13 [2] is capable of learning from limited data,
which is made possible by the integration of external memory networks [64] with the colorization networks. This
technique effectively avoids the dominant color effect and
preserves the color identity of different objects.
Memory networks keep the history of rare examples,
enabling them perform well even with insufficient data.
To train memory networks in an unsupervised manner,
a novel threshold triplet loss was introduced by the authors [2]. In memory networks, the “key-memory” holds
spatial information and computes cosine similarity against
12. Code available at https://github.com/pvitoria/ChromaGAN
13. https://github.com/dongheehand/MemoPainter-PyTorch
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Fig. 6. Diverse colorization networks generate different colorized images instead of aiming to restore the original color only.

the input. Likewise, “value-memory” keep records about
color information utilized by the colorization networks as
a condition. Similarly, “age” keeps the time-stamp for each
entry in the memory. The “key” and “value” memories are
generated from the training data. The memory is updated
by averaging the “key-memory” and a new query image
owing to the distance between the color information of the
new query image and the available top-1 “value-memory”
element lies below the threshold. Otherwise, a new record
is stored for the input image color information.
The colorization networks are constructed using conditional GANs [39] consisting of a generator and discriminator, and color information is learned from RGB images
during training. The generator inspired by U-Net [37], is
composed of ten convolutional layers, while the discriminator is fully convolutional, consisting of four layers. The
color feature is extracted and provided to the generator after
being passed forward from the MLP.
During testing, the color information is retrieved from
the memory networks and fed to the generator as a condition. The colorization networks employ adaptive instance

normalization for enhanced colorization as it is considered
as a style transfer. The performance of MemoPainter [2]
is evaluated on different datasets, including Oxford102
Flower [65], Monster [66], Yumi 14 , Superheroes [2], and
Pokemon 15 .
2.6

Multi-path networks

The multi-path networks follow different parts to learn
features at different levels or different paths. The following
are examples of multi-path networks, and Figure 7 provides
their architectures.
2.6.1

Let there be Color

Iizuka et al. [67] designed a neural network16 to primarily
colorize the grayscale images and provide scene classification as a secondary task. The proposed system has two
branches to learn features at multiple scales. Both branches
14. https://comic.naver.com/webtoon/list.nhn?titleId=651673
15. https://www.kaggle.com/kvpratama/pokemon-images-dataset
16. https://github.com/satoshiiizuka/siggraph2016 colorization
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are further divided into four subnets, i.e. the low-level
features subnet, mid-level features subnet, global features
subnet, and colorization network. The low-level subnet
decreases the resolution and extract edges and corners. To
learn the textures, mid-level features come in handy.
Similarly, a 256D vector is computed by the global subnet
to represent the image. The mid-level and global features are
combined and fed into the colorization network to predict
the chrominance channel. The final output is restored to
the original input resolution. The global features help the
classification network to classify the scene in the image. Both
the colorization network and scene classification network
are jointly trained.
The low-level features subnet is composed of six convolution layers, the mid-level features subnet has two convolutional layers, and the global features network is comprised
of four convolutional layers as well as three fully-connected
layers. The colorization network is made up of a fusion
layer, four convolutional, and two upsampling layers. To
feed input to the network, the image is resized to 256×256,
and then output is upsampled to its original resolution. The
kernel is of size 3×3; feature channels vary between 64 to
512, and striding is used to reduce the feature map size.
Moreover, the learning rate is determined automatically
using ADADELTA [68], the network is optimized using
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [69], and the system is
designed using Torch [70].
2.6.2 Learning Representations for Automatic Colorization
Learning Representations for Automatic Colorization17 [71]
aims to learn a mapping function taking per-pixel features
as hypercolumns of localized slices from existing CNN
networks to predict hue and chroma distributions for each
pixel. The authors use VGG16 [26] as a feature extractor while discarding the classification layer and using a
grayscale image as input rather than RGB. For each pixel, a
hypercolumn is extracted from all the VGG16 layers except
the last classification layer resulting in a 12k channel feature
descriptor that is fed into a fully connected layer of 1k
channels, which predicts the final hue and chroma outputs.
The KL divergence is employed as a loss to predict
distributions over a set of color bins. The input size is
256×256, and the framework used is Caffe [21], where the
network is fine-tuned for ten epochs, each of which takes
about 17 hours. Other parameters and optimizations are
similar to VGG16 [26].
2.6.3 PixColor
PixColor, proposed by [72], employs a conditional PixelCNN to produce a low-resolution color image from a given
grayscale image. Then, a refinement CNN is then trained to
process the original grayscale and the low-resolution color
image to produce a high-resolution colorized image. The
colorization of an individual pixel is determined by the color
of the previous pixels.
PixelCNN is composed of two convolutional layers and
three ResNet blocks [28]. The first convolutional layer uses
kernels of size 7 × 7 while the last one employs 3 × 3.
Similarly, ResNet blocks contain 3, 4, and 23 convolutional
17. Code is available at https://github.com/gustavla/autocolorize

layers, respectively. The PixelCNN colorization network is
composed of three masked convolutional layers: one in the
beginning and second at the end of the network, whereas a
Gated convolutional Block with ten layers is surrounded by
the Gated convolutional layers.
The PixelCNN model is trained by applying a maximum likelihood function with cross-entropy loss. Then, the
refinement network - composed of 16 convolutional layers
followed by two bilinear upsampling layers, each with two
internal convolutional layers - is trained on the groundtruth chroma images downsampled to 28 × 28. The network
ends with three convolutional layers, where the final layer
outputs the colorized image.
2.6.4

ColorCapsNet

Colorize Capsule Network (ColorCapsNet) [76] is built
upon CapsNet [77] with three modifications. Firstly, the
single convolutional layer is replaced by the first two convolutional layers of VGG19 [26] and initialized via its weights.
Secondly, Batch normalization [20] is inserted in between
the first two convolutional layers. Thirdly, the number of
capsules is reduced from ten to six in the capsule layer. The
architecture of ColorCapsNet is similar to an autoencoder.
The colorization specific hidden variables are in between
the encoder and decoder, are processed in the latent space.
To train the model, the input RGB image is first converted into the CIE Lab colorspace, and extracted patches
are fed to the network in order to learn the color distribution. The output is in the form of colorized patches
which are combined to obtain the complete image in Lab
colorspace and later converted to RGB colorspace.
The difference between real and generated images is
minimized using the Mean Squared Error loss. ColorCapsNet is trained on ILSVRC 2012 to learn the general color
distribution of objects and then be finetuned using the
DIV2K dataset [78]. ColorCapsNet shows comparable performance to other models, despite its shallow architecture.
Adam is used as the optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001
with different kernel sizes.
2.6.5

Pixelated

Pixelated, introduced by Zhao et al. [74] is an image colorization model guided by pixelated semantics to keep the
colorization consistent across multiple object categories. The
network architecture is composed of a color embedding
branch and a semantic segmentation branch. The network
is built from gated residual blocks, each of which contains
two convolutional layers, a skip connection, and a gating
mechanism.
The learning mechanism is composed of three components. Firstly, an autoregressive model, is adopted to utilize
pixelated semantics for image colorization. A shared CNN
is used for modeling to achieve colorization diversity by
generating per-pixel distributions using a conditional PixelCNN. Secondly, semantic segmentation is incorporated into
color embedding by introducing atrous spatial pyramid
pooling at the top layer capable of extracting multi-scale
features using several parallel filters. The output is obtained
by fusing multi-scale features. The loss function for semantic
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Fig. 7. Examples of multi-path networks. These colorization networks learn different features via several network paths.

segmentation is the cross-entropy loss with softmax function. Thirdly, to produce better and more accurate color distributions, pixelated color embedding is concatenated with
semantic segmentation to create the semantic generator.

During training, color embedding loss, semantic loss,
and color generation loss are combined. The performance
of the network is evaluated on the Pascal VOC2012 [79]
and COCO-stuff [50] datasets. The images are rescaled to
128×128 for use in the network.

2.6.6

Multiple Hypothesis Colorization

Mohammad & Lorenzo [73] developed a multiple hypothesis colorization architecture, producing multiple color values for each pixel of the grayscale image. The low-cost
colorization is achieved by storing the best pixel-level hypothesis. The shared features are computed by a common
trunk consisting of convolutional layers. The trunk is then
split into multiple branches where each branch predicts
color for each pixel. The layers in the main trunk and its
subsequent branches are all fully convolutional.
The authors developed two architectures, one for CIFAR100 and the other for ImageNet [23]. The architecture for
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the CIFAR100 dataset is composed of 31 blocks preceded by
a stand-alone convolutional layer. The number of channels
in different layers across multiple blocks varies from 64 to
256. In contrast, the architecture for the ImageNet [23] is
composed of 21 blocks in total. The number of channels
across different layers inside blocks varies from 32 to 1024.
Although the two models have a different number of blocks,
the block structure is the same. Residual connections are
also used in both networks. Moreover, batch normalization
is performed in all blocks, and ReLU is applied to all layers,
except the last of each block.
Softmax is employed as a loss function. The CIFAR100
model is trained for 40k iterations with a learning rate of
0.001, which is dropped after 10k and 20k iterations by a
factor of 10. Similarly, the ImageNet [23] model is trained
for 120k iterations with an initial learning rate of 0.0005 that
is dropped after 40k and 80k iterations by a factor of 5.
2.6.7 Pixel-Level Semantics Guided Image Colorization
A hierarchical network comprised of a semantic segmentation branch and a colorization branch was developed by
Zhao et al. [75]. The first four convolution layers are shared
between the two branches to learn low-level features. Four
more convolutional layers further extend the colorization
branch, while three deconvolution layers from the segmentation branch. The output of the deconvolutional layers is
concatenated and passed through the final convolutional
layer to produce class probabilities.
Semantic segmentation is achieved through weighted
cross-entropy loss and softmax function, whereas colorization is performed via multinomial cross-entropy loss with
class rebalance. During the training, the network jointly
optimizes the two tasks. During the testing, a joint bilateral
upsampling layer is introduced to generate the final output.
For semantic segmentation, the model is trained on
10,582 and tested on 1449 images from the PASCAL
VOC2012 dataset for 40 epochs. Similarly, 9k images are
used for training and 1k images for testing on the COCOstuff dataset [50] for 20 epochs.
2.7

Exemplar-based Colorization

Exemplar-based colorization utilizes the colors of example
images provided along with input grayscale images. Figure 8 presents the example networks for exemplar-based
colorization. We provide more details about the networks
in the subsequent sub-sections.
2.7.1 Deep Exemplar-based Colorization
Deep exemplar-based colorization18 [80] transfers the colors
from a reference image to the grayscale one. The aim here
is not to colorize images naturally but to provide diverse
colors to the same image. The system is composed of two
subnetworks: Similarity subnetwork and Colorization subnetwork.
The similarity subnet takes the target and reference luminance channels aligned before via Deep Image Analogy [81].
The authors use the standard features of VGG19 [26] after
each of its blocks resulting in coarse to fine, five levels

of feature maps. The features are upsampled to the same
size. The similarity subnet computes a bidirectional similarity map using discrete cosine distance. Furthermore,
the colorization subnet concatenates the grayscale image,
chrominance channels, and the calculated similarity maps.
U-Net [37] inspires the structure of the colorization subnet.
The loss function is `2 , which is a combination of
chrominance channels and perceptual loss. The network is
trained by employing ADAM optimizer [22] in the Caffe
framework [21] with a learning rate of 10−3 for ten epochs,
reduced by 0.1 after 33% of training.
2.7.2

Fast Deep Exemplar Colorization

Current exemplar-based colorization methods suffer from
two challenges: 1) they are sensitive to the selection of reference images, and 2) they have high time and resource consumption. Inspired by stylization characteristics in feature
extracting and blending, Xu et al. [82] proposed a stylizationbased architecture for fast deep exemplar colorization. The
proposed architecture consists of two parts: a transfer subnet that learns a coarse chrominance map (ab map in CIELab
color space) and a colorization sub-net that refines the map
to generate the final colored result. The proposed method
aims to generate plausible colorization results in real-time,
whether the input and exemplar image are semantically related or not. More specifically, an encoder-decoder structure
is used for the transfer sub-net, which takes the targetreference image pairs as the input and output initial ab
map. The pre-trained VGG19 module (from conv11 layer
to conv41 layer) is treated as the encoder and a symmetrical decoder for image reconstruction. In addition, the fast
Adaptive Instance Normalization (AdaIN) [84] is utilized
after convolutional layers to accelerate feature matching and
blending. The ab map generated by the transfer sub-net is
inaccurate and has some artifacts. To refine it, a colorization sub-net that adopts an analogous U-Net structure is
designed, which takes a known luminance map along with
initial chrominance ab map as input.
In the original implementations, the transfer sub-net is
trained on the Microsoft COCO dataset [50] by minimizing
the sum of the L2 loss while the colorization sub-net is
trained on the ImageNet dataset [23] by minimizing the
Huber loss [85].
2.7.3

Instance-Aware Image Colorization

The Existing colorization models usually fail to colorize the
images with multiple objects. To solve this issue, Su et al. [83]
proposed an instance-aware image colorization method19 .
The network includes three parts: 1) an off-the-shelf pretrained model to detect object instances and produce
cropped object images, 2) two backbone networks trained
end-to-end for instance, and full-image colorization and 3)
a fusion module to selectively blend features extracted from
different layers of the two colorization networks. Specifically, a grayscale image as input is fed to the network. The
network first detects the object bounding boxes using an
off-the-shelf object detector. Then, each detected instance is

19. Code is available
18. https://github.com/msracver/Deep-Exemplar-based-Colorization instaColorization
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Fig. 8. Exemplar-based Colorization networks. These networks imitate the colors of the input example image provided along with the grayscale
image.

cropped out and forwarded to the instance colorization network, for instance, colorization. At the same time, the input
grayscale image is also sent to another instance colorization
network (with same structure, but different weights) for
full-image colorization. Finally, a fusion module is used to
fuse all the instance features with the full-image feature at
each layer until obtaining the output colored image. In the
training phase, a sequential approach strategy that trains
the full-image network followed by the instance network,
and finally trains the feature fusion module by freezing the
above two networks is adopted. The smooth-L1 loss is used
to train the network.
In the original implementation, the channel numbers of
the full-image feature, instance feature, and fused feature in
each of the 13 layers are 64, 128, 256, 512, 512, 512, 512, 256,
256, 128, 128, 128, and 128. The authors use three datasets for
training and evaluation, including ImageNet [23], COCOStuff [86], and Places205 [87]. Moreover, the images are
resized to a size of 256 × 256.
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nally annotated things while neglecting stuff annotations. There are 164k images in COCO-stuff dataset
that span over 172 categories including 80 things, 91
stuff, and 1 unlabeled class.
•

PASCAL VOC dataset [88]: PASCAL Visual Object
Classes (PASCAL VOC) dataset has more than 11000
images that are divided into 20 object categories.

•

CIFAR datasets [61]: CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 are
two subsets created and reliably labelled from 80
million tiny image dataset [89]. CIFAR-10 is comprised of 60k images equally distributed over mutually exclusive 10 categories with 6k images in each
category. On the other hand, CIFAR-100 has the
same images distributed over 100 categories with 600
images assigned to each category. Each image in both
the subsets is of size 32×32 pixels. In CIFAR-100, two
level labelling is used. At the higher level there are
20 superclasses each of which is further divided into
five subclasses. Overall, 50k and 1k images comprise
training and testing sets, respectively.

•

ImageNet ILSVRC2012 [23]: This dataset contains
1.2 million high resolution training images spanning
over 1k categories where 50k images comprise the
hold-out validation set. Images are rescaled to 128 ×
128 pixels.

•

Palette-and-Text dataset [51]: is constructed by making modifications to the data collected from colorhex.com where users upload user-defined color
palettes with label names of their choice. The authors
first collected 47,665 palette-text pairs and removed
non-alphanumeric and non-English words from the

E XPERIMENTS

3.1

Datasets

The datasets available for evaluation are the most commonly
used ones in the literature for other tasks such as detection,
classification, segmentation etc. Where the images are first
converted to grayscale, and then apply colorization models to analyze its performance. Hence, we provide a new
dataset, explicitly designed for the colorization task in the
next section, while We list the currently used datasets below.
•

COCO-stuff dataset [86]: The Common Objects in
COntext-stuff (COCO-stuff) is constructed by annotating the original COCO dataset [50], which origi-
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Fig. 9. Sample images for each category from our proposed Natural-Color dataset (NCD).

collection. After removing text-palette pairs that lack
semantic relationships, the final curated dataset contains 10,183 textual phrases with their corresponding
five-color palettes.
3.2

Evaluation Metrics

The metrics typically used to assess colorization quality are
either subjective or commonly used mathematical metrics
such as PSNR and SSIM [90]. Subjective evaluation is the
gold standard for many applications where humans determine the accuracy of the output of the algorithms.
In colorization, although subjective evaluation is used to
some extent, it has two limitations: 1) scaling is exceptionally challenging, 2) accurately determining the color is also
very difficult. On the other hand, the mathematical metrics
are general and may not provide an accurate performance
of the algorithms. We provide more insights into the metrics
for colorization in the “Future Directions” section.

4

C OMPARISONS

Qualitative Comparisons: The networks mentioned in section 2 are evaluated on the peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR), the structural similarity index (SSIM) [90], patchbased contrast quality index (PCQI), and underwater image quality measure (UIQM) measures. Table 1 presents
the results for each category for all measures. Real-Time
colorization [34] achieves high performance of 21.93 dB
and 0.881 for PSNR and SSIM against other competitive
measures. Furthermore, the PCQI performance of InstanceAware colorization [83] and IQM achievement of Colorful colorization [18] are higher compared to state-of-theart methods. However, declaring one method against the
other may not be a simple task due to the involvement of
many various elements such as the number of parameters,
depth of the network, the number of images for training,
the datasets employed, the size of the training patch, the
number of feature maps and the network complexity etc..
For a fair comparison, the only possible approach is to
ensure that all methods have similar elements, as mentioned
earlier.
Quantitative Comparisons: We present the visual colorization comparisons on fruits and vegetables in Figure 10
and 11, respectively, for few state-of-the-art algorithms. We
can observe that most of the algorithms fail to recover the

original natural colors for most of the images. Though RealTime [34] and Instance-Aware [83] colorization algorithms
provide consistent performance and colors closer to the original objects; however, the algorithms are still far from delivering accurate colorization performance. The experiments
on the proposed Natural-Color Dataset (NCD) shows the
limitation of the state-of-the-art algorithms and encourages
the authors to explore novel colorization techniques.

5

L IMITATIONS AND F UTURE D IRECTIONS

Lack of Appropriate Evaluation Metrics: As mentioned
earlier, colorization papers typically employ metrics from
image restoration tasks, which may not be appropriate for
the task at hand. We also propose that instead of comparing
YUV, only the predicted color channels i.e. U-channel and
V-Channel should be compared. Similarly, it will be highly
sought after to use metrics specifically designed to take color
into account, such as PCQI [91] and UIQM [92].
PCQI stands for Patch-based contrast quality index. It is
a patch-based evaluation metric. It considers three statistics
of a patch i.e. mean intensity (pm ), signal strength or contrast
change (pc ), and structure distortion (ps ) for comparison
with ground-truth. It can be expressed as

P CQI = pm (x, y) · pc (x, y) · ps (x, y).

(3)

Similarly, UIQM is the abbreviation of underwater image
quality measure. It is different from earlier defined evaluation metrics as it does not require a reference image.
Like PCQI, it also depends on three measures i.e. image
colorfulness, image sharpness, and image contrast. It can
be formulated as:

IQM = w1 (ICM ) + w2 (ISM ) + w3 (IConM ),

(4)

where ICM, ISM, and IConM stand for image colorfulness,
image sharpness and image contrast, respectively while “w”
controls the weight of each quantity.
Lack of Benchmark Dataset: Image colorization techniques
are typically evaluated on grayscale images from various
datasets available in the literature due to the absence of purposefully built colorization datasets. The available datasets
were originally collected for tasks such as detection, classification, etc. contrary to the image colorization. The quality
of the images may not be sufficient for image colorization.
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Fig. 10. Visual comparison of colorization algorithms on different fruit images from the Natural-Color Dataset. State-of-the-art colorization algorithms
are unable to colorize the images effectively.

Moreover, the datasets contain objects, such as buses, shirts,
doors, etc., that can take any color. Hence such an evaluation
environment is not appropriate for fair comparison in terms
of PSNR or SSIM. We aim to remove this unrealistic setting
for image colorization by collecting images that are true
to their colors. For example, a carrot will have an orange
color in most images. Bananas will be either greenish or
yellowish. We have collected 723 images from the internet
distributed in 20 categories. Each image has an object and
a white background. Our benchmark outlines a realistic
evaluation scenario that differs sharply from those generally
employed by the image colorization techniques. Figure 9
shows the images from each category from our NaturalColor Dataset (NCD).

colorization.

Lacking of Competitions: Currently, most vision tasks have
competitions held across different top-tier conferences e.g.
(CVPR, ECCV workshops such as NTIRE, PBVS, etc.) and
online submission platforms, such as Kaggle. These competitions help push state-of-the-art. Unfortunately, there is no
such arrangement for image colorization. Making competitions a regular feature in top-tier conferences and online
venues would thus be a drastic step forward for image

Single-image colorization is a research problem with critical
real-life applications. Deep learning approaches’ exceptional
success has resulted in rapid growth in deep convolutional
techniques for image colorization. Based on exciting innovations, various methods are proposed exploiting network
structures, training methods, and learning paradigms etc.
This article presents a thorough review of deep learning
methods for image colorization.

Limited Availability of Open-Source Codes: Open-source
code plays a vital role in the advancement of the research
fields, as can be seen in classification [28], image superresolution [93], image denoising [94] etc. In image colorization, open-source codes are rare or codes are obsolete now as
they were built in earlier CNN frameworks. In other fields
of research, the codes are either recycled or re-implemented
by volunteers in the corresponding field to the new frameworks and environments. However, this is not currently
being done for image colorization, hindering progress.

6

C ONCLUSION
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Fig. 11. Qualitative comparison on a few sample images of vegetables from Natural-Color Dataset. Most of the algorithms fail to reproduce the
original colors.

We observe image colorization performance has improved in recent years at the cost of increasing the network
complexity. However, state-of-the-art methods application
to critical real-world scenarios is restricted due to inadequate metrics, network complexity, and failure to handle
real-life degradations.
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